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January 1st - 7th 2018
A full moon occurs on Monday in Cancer, and this starts the new week
and the new year with a little extra zing. You can work on finishing up
plans for your dreams, what you hope to accomplish this year, and you
can settle issues with friends or groups, or decide to eliminate some
friends or groups from your life. You can also be more passionate about
a cause, and your humanitarian side can kick in as we go into the new
year. On Tuesday, Uranus ends his retrograde (appears to move
backward) in Aries, and you may have struggled with making changes
that transformed your or your life over the last few months, but now can
focus on making those kinds of changes and transforming your life in
this new year. Your ruler, Mercury, positively hits Uranus on Saturday,
and you can dream about your future, be open to change, and be more
independent. You may be true to yourself and open to what’s new and
different as the week begins, and you can listen to your intuition and use
your active imagination midweek. The Moon is in your sign later in the
week, and you can be more comfortable with attention, focus more on
yourself, and get a new project or venture started. You can be more
enthusiastic, so use the energy well. You may end the week taking a
stroll, lazing the day away, or enjoying the moment while you can.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Friday, Saturday
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January 8th - 14th 2018
You may feel like there’s no need to rush to start this week, Virgo, and
you can wait until you’re completely ready and certain of your actions
and decisions before you do anything major. If that means you don’t do
anything at all, you can be okay with that for now, but if you absolutely
have to take action or make a decision, make sure you’re feeling
grounded and confident to help you be more decisive. Later in the
week, you can come up with lots of ideas and make lots of short-term
plans, and you can be excited by what you come up with. You can be
more engaging, interested in a variety of things, and you can fill up your
schedule to keep yourself busy. Your ruler, Mercury, enters Capricorn
and your love sector on Thursday, and the coming weeks can be a great
time for focusing on creative projects and ventures. You can get a lot
done when you’re being creative and have great mental focus, but
without creativity or some enjoyment, mental discipline can be hard to
find. Over the weekend, you can spend time with the people you know
best and who give you support, wanting some support or comfort to
help you feel more secure emotionally. You can also spend time in the
places you know best and are most familiar to you, as this soothes and
calms you as well.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Tuesday
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January 15th - 21st 2018
Creativity may be high as the week begins with a new moon on Tuesday
in Capricorn and your love sector. You can be more affectionate and
expressive with how you feel, and may want to spend more time with
loved ones. You can feel more creative, and may need to work on
having an outlet for that creativity. You can get in touch with your inner
child, pick up new hobbies, and be playful. Later in the week, you can
focus on your work and daily life, especially with Venus entering
Capricorn and your work sector on Wednesday and the Sun entering
Aquarius on Friday. Over the coming weeks, you can take more work on,
feel extra productive and efficient, and you can manage your schedule
and routine well. You may make improvements to your health, and can
streamline your daily life. Over the weekend, you can spend time with
loved ones, wanting company and enjoying being around other people.
You can meet them in the middle, and can win them over with your
charm. You may focus on trying to bring some peace and harmony into
your life as well, and crave more balance.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Tuesday
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January 22nd - 28th 2018
There can be serious work for you to do as the week starts, and you can
tackle it all with the right approach. You can get to the heart of the
matters, especially midweek with your ruler, Mercury, aligned with Pluto
on Wednesday. You can get to the core, and learn to understand what
you’re dealing with so you can come up with a solution. Mercury
positively hits Jupiter on Thursday, and you can be more expansion,
explorative, and adventurous later in the week. You can focus on the
bright side of situations and people, and focus on the good in life. On
Friday, Mars enters Sagittarius and your home and family sector, and
over the coming weeks, you can spend more time at home, spruce up
your home, improve your living situation, spend more time with family,
or want to feel more emotionally connected with others. You can
strengthen your internal foundation, or work on something from the
ground up that culminates in about one year. Over the weekend, you
can choose one of your goals and work to make progress with it,
wanting to feel that you’re on the right track.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Wednesday, Thursday
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January 29th - February 4th 2018
Mercury enters Aquarius and your work sector on Wednesday, and a
lunar eclipse occurs in Leo on Wednesday as well. With Mercury, you
can pay closer attention to the details and make productive use of your
mental energy over the coming weeks. You can focus on work that
needs to be done, and if you have big projects to work on, you can
break it down into smaller, more manageable projects and tasks. With
the lunar eclipse, you may focus on issues from the past, subconscious
issues, or secrets that need to come out. You can work on letting go and
moving on, and this can be an important eclipse for doing so. You can
clear out your life to make room for the new moving forward. Your ruler,
Mercury, positively hits Mars on Saturday, and you can have more
energy and drive, and more enthusiasm for whatever you’re doing. You
may start the week willing to go outside of your comfort zone, and let
your imagination take over midweek. The Moon is in your sign later in
the week, and you can focus on yourself, your own wants and needs,
and use energy to get something started. You may end the week taking
time with decisions or trying to enjoy the moment.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Friday, Saturday
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February 5th - 11th 2018
You may address financial matters or work on a financial transaction as
the week begins, and you can focus on being better focused on your
financial plans. You may work on better security and stability in your life
as well, and strive to be more grounded. Midweek, you can come up
with lots of new ideas, and feel excited by all of them, wanting to take
action with the ones you can now, and work on your plans for the ones
you’ll address later. Your mind can be active, and you can be more
engaging and inquisitive. Later in the week, you can remain in your
comfort zone, wanting to give yourself some emotional comfort and
support. You can spend time with people who support you, and you can
give support in return. On Saturday, Venus enters Pisces and your
relationship sector, and you can enjoy getting more time with others,
especially one-on-one, and strive to improve your connections with
others over the coming weeks. In love, you can be more committed, and
if in a relationship, work to listen more and be there more for your
partner. If single, you may want someone you view as an equal and who
will be commitment-minded. You may end the week feeling more
romantic, affectionate, and fun-loving, and not wanting to be too
serious.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Sunday
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February 12th - 18th 2018
With the solar eclipse in Aquarius and your work sector on Thursday,
this week can bring good energy for focusing on your work projects,
new work opportunities, creating a work environment that you can
thrive in, pursuing new work, focusing on work that you're passionate
about, improving your daily life, or making changes to your lifestyle. You
can feel more productive and efficient, and bring more structure and
order into your life. On Saturday, your ruler, Mercury, enters Pisces and
your relationship sector, and Sunday, the Sun also enters Pisces. Over
the coming weeks, you can do your best thinking and feel more like
yourself when you are with other people, have a partner, weigh your
options, are surrounded by peace, make compromises, and feel
supported by others. You may focus more on others than yourself.
Mercury harshly hits Jupiter on Tuesday, and you can be lazy and
indulgent. Mercury positively hits Uranus on Thursday, and you can be
more independent and innovative. Mercury aligns with the Sun on
Saturday, and you can get attention or focus on new opportunities. You
may start the week feeling creative, get to work midweek, and find
middle ground later in the week. You may end the week doing research
and trying to find as much information as you can to get to the heart of a
matter.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Thursday, Saturday
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February 19th - 25th 2018
Serious matters may require more of your focus as the week begins,
and you can work hard to get to the heart of the matter. You can do
research and find out as much as you can, and gain better
understanding of the way things work. This can help you find a solution
and figure out what to do next. If you need to make a transformation,
you can take the first steps to do so now. Midweek, you can take a more
positive approach, and can allow yourself to think bigger and brighter.
You can be optimistic about the way things will go. Your ruler, Mercury,
positively hits Saturn on Wednesday, and you can work on long-term
plans and feel more focused. Later in the week, you can think more
about your goals, and feel more ambitious and driven. You can make
good Impressions on the right people, get recognition, or feel that you
hit your stride. Mercury aligns with Neptune on Sunday, and you can use
your imagination or do your best when you're on your own. You may
end the week open to changes, and willing to pursue unconventional
methods.
Best day of the week for Virgo: Wednesday, Thursday, Sunday
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February 26th - March 4th 2018
A full moon occurs in your sign, Virgo, on Thursday, and this energy can
be strong for you. Full moons in your sign are usually times where you
“reap what you sow” and can be rewarded for hard and smart work and
responsibility, making progress or opening new doors, or you can be
punished or experience setbacks and delays with the things you’ve
been reckless with, abandoned, been irresponsible with, or just aren’t
invested in. Your emotions can also run higher and you can be more
open with what you’re feeling. Your ruler, Mercury, harshly hits Mars and
positively hits Pluto on Wednesday, and this can help you feel more
powerful and in control, but you may be easily annoyed by something
and need an outlet for the energy. Mercury aligns with Venus on
Sunday, and you may focus on the people in your life and give attention
to others. You may start the week with focus on your hopes and dreams
for the future, and have a strong imagination midweek. The Moon is in
your sign later in the week, bringing more energy and drive but also
more emotion and passion with the full moon. Over the weekend, you
can slow down and strive to enjoy the moment and not get so caught
up in emotion.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Thursday, Friday, Sunday
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March 5th - 11th 2018
On Tuesday, your ruler, Mercury, enters Aries, and Venus joins him on
Wednesday, and you can enjoy focusing on serious matters,
transformations, and doing research over the coming weeks. You can
take a serious approach to life, and work hard to do research into the
things you need to know more about so you can come up with smart
solutions to the serious issues you’re working on. You can be more
comfortable with transforming your life in new ways, and strive to make
sure the transformations are positive and long-lasting. You may start the
week trying to move from a slow pace to a quick one, and can be more
engaging and sociable. You can come up with new ideas and work on
short-term plans during the first half of the week, and feel better when
you’re using your mind and challenging yourself. Later in the week, you
can address an issue at its core, or work on something from the ground
up, and you may make some progress with it in about 2 weeks. Over the
weekend, you can take a creative approach to life, and can enjoy
spending time with the people who make you laugh, and make a
connection to your heart more of a priority.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Saturday, Sunday
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March 12th - 17th 2018
The work that needs to be finished can demand your attention during
the first half of the week, and you can tend to smaller tasks and chores,
and mundane projects. You can be more practical, hard-working, and
detailed. Getting things done can seem more important to you. Later in
the week, you can spend more time with the people in your life, and
work to improve your relationships and connections with others. On
Saturday, a new moon occurs in Pisces and your relationship sector, and
you can spend more time with others, pursue opportunities to do
something with a partner, support someone in your life, make a
compromise or commitment, or try to be more fair-minded. You can
work on being better balance, and to keeping the peace in your life.
Mars enters Capricorn and your love sector on Saturday as well, and
over the coming weeks, you can focus more on your love relationships
and the people that you care about. You can spend more time on your
hobbies, getting in touch with your heart, being more playful and joyful,
or being more romantic and spontaneous. This can be more important
to you for a good portion of the year. You may end the week trying to
get to the heart of a matter, and taking a serious and intense approach.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday
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March 19th - 25th 2018
This week can be a challenging one, and it can start right away with
focus on serious matters that need to be addressed, an issue you hold
deep inside, or something that makes you very emotional. The Sun
enters Aries on Tuesday, and you can focus more on being serious,
intense, unrelenting, or obsessive over the coming weeks with serious
matters. This likely comes from Mercury turning retrograde (appearing
to move backwards) in Aries on Thursday, and this can impact us for the
next few weeks. You may struggle with finding solutions to problems,
getting stuck in minor details, or getting wrapped up in your emotions
and focusing only on the bad. You can have a hard time dealing with
issues as they arise, and may need some space to breathe and have to
work on focusing on the good and not getting stuck on the bad. It can
be a good time to transform, so work on that, and remind yourself of
how strong you can be. Midweek, you can work to think a little brighter,
focus on your direction in life later in the week, and focus more on your
future over the weekend.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Tuesday, Wednesday
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March 26th - April 1st 2018
You may have a more active imagination as the week begins, and can
take time to retreat from the world, get extra rest, and give yourself a
break. This may be the best way for you to deal with the challenging
energy that’s dominant right now. The Moon is in your sign later in the
week, Virgo, and you can focus on what you need, what you want, and
what issues you want to tackle. Saturday is the big energy day for this
week with Venus enters Taurus and a full moon occurs in Libra and your
money sector. With Venus entering Taurus, you may enjoy focusing on
your big ideas, plans for expansion and exploration, and having new
experiences over the coming weeks. With the full moon in Libra, you
can settle financial issues, finalize financial plans or arrangements, focus
on areas of life that need some stability and security, or work on
removing blocks to being more confident. This can be more important
over the weekend, and if you spend time with anyone who makes you
feel bad about yourself, you may need to work on tuning them out. Your
ruler, Mercury, aligns with the Sun on Sunday, so you can focus on
yourself and how you feel about yourself to end the week.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Thursday
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April 2nd - 8th 2018
As your mind wanders, you can sort through plenty of ideas, and you
can feel connected in some way to each of the ideas you come up with
as the week begins, but you may not be in a position where you can do
very much about them right now. Try not to stress out about that, and
store them away somewhere for another day and time when you’ll be
ready to take action. Later in the week, you can focus on your emotional
self, and give your emotional needs more importance. You can listen to
what our emotional self needs, and tackle the issues that have impacted
you at your core and need to be addressed soon so you can make
yourself whole. This is likely something only you can accomplish, so you
can’t look to others to do it for you. Over the weekend, you can make
time for the things you love most and the people who remind you of
how to have the most fun in life. You may want to spend your time
goofing, off, laughing, and not stressing out about serious matters.
There’s been enough of that lately, and you could use a little break from
it.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Saturday, Sunday
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April 9th - 15th 2018
The week may begin with you trying to get as much work out of the way
as you can, and making use of productive energy. You can tie up loose
ends and get little things finished. Later in the week, your relationships
can be of more importance, and you can spend more time with the
people you care about or make compromises to maintain some peace.
Energy may seem to pick up over the weekend with a new moon in
Aries and your ruler, Mercury, ending his retrograde (appearing to move
backward) in Aries on Sunday. Over the last few weeks, you may have
had a hard time getting out of foul moods, dealing with
emotionally-charged situations, or working on transformations for the
better, and since Mercury is your ruler, you’ve probably felt totally off in
general too. Now that the retrograde is ending and a new moon is
occurring in Aries to come out of it, you may start to feel more like
yourself, and tackle the serious situations to find solutions, get a better
handle of your emotions, and make some progress with transformations.
You can work to move on and feel stronger.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Tuesday, Sunday
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April 16th - 22nd 2018
The big ideas you have can be your focus to start the week, and you can
work on big plans for those ideas. You can believe in your abilities to
make them happen, and feel that anything is possible if you believe it.
Midweek, you can be more realistic and practical about what you can
and cannot achieve, and this can help you forge more realistic plans for
your ideas. Later in the week, you can step outside of your comfort
zone, make changes, or make use of social connections to get closer to
achieving your goals and dreams. On Thursday, the Sun enters Taurus,
and over the coming weeks, you can feel most like yourself when you’re
expanding your life in new and positive ways, exploring places you
haven’t been to before, having new experiences that help you learn and
grow, and being more abundant, optimistic, and joyful. You may end the
week wanting to get away from the noise and take time for some quiet
so you can reflect and turn inward.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Tuesday
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April 23rd - 29th 2018
You may start the week wanting time to get more rest, work on your
plans on your own, or get away from demanding people, and you can
reflect and enjoy some quiet time. On Tuesday, Venus enters Gemini
and your career and life path sector, and over the coming weeks, you
may enjoy working at your goals, feel more ambitious and driven, hit
your stride or hit a high point, make progress, get on the right path,
make good impressions on the right people, and may be more
traditional in love. Midweek, the Moon is in your sign, and you can be
energized, excited, and want to focus on your own needs. Your ruler,
Mercury, harshly hits Saturn on Wednesday, and you may lack focus or
have a hard time with a goal. Later in the week, you can work to get
grounded and feel more confident, and may need to ignore some of the
people who want to cut you down. The week comes to an end with a
full moon on Sunday in Scorpio, and this full moon can help you to
merge your head and heart, and you can say what you need to say and
find a way to be open and honest.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Thursday
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April 30th - May 6th 2018
The ideas that you come up with can be your main focus to start the
week, and you can work on sorting through the ideas that you come up
with. You can get started with short-term plans for some of these ideas,
and you can gather information you may need, get advice from people
in your life, and feel excited by what you come up with. Midweek, you
can focus on the foundation of something in your life, and work to
strengthen it. The stronger the foundation is, the more secure you can
feel emotionally. You may tackle an emotional issue, and work to feel
better emotionally. Later in the week, you made focus on the things you
enjoy doing most in positive and healthy ways in order to make yourself
feel better. You can connect to your heart and to the hearts of the
people you love. You can be more affectionate and giving, and enjoy
getting attention from others. You may want to focus on fun and leave
serious matters for another time. You may end the week feeling a little
more practical.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Friday, Saturday
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May 7th - 13th 2018
You can work on the smaller tasks and chores that need to be done as
the week begins, and tend to the little things. You can have an eye for
the details, and better focus. On Monday, your ruler, Mercury, harshly
hits Pluto, and you can fight over power and control, or get obsessed
with something. Midweek, you can make your relationships more of a
priority, and want to feel closer to the people in your life. You can
improve your relationships, and be more compromising and fair. Later in
the week, you can work on your emotional bonds with others, and want
to strengthen them so they can get through anything. Mercury harshly
hits Mars on Saturday, and your energy may be too high or too low, and
you may need an outlet for frustrations. On Sunday, Mercury enters
Taurus, and over the coming weeks, you can come up with big ideas,
work on plans for expansion or exploration, open up to learning or
teaching, and can be more optimistic about life.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Sunday
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May 14th - 20th 2018
The planets are very busy this week, starting with a new moon in Taurus
and Uranus entering Taurus on Tuesday. With the new moon, you can
pursue opportunities for expansion and exploration, have a new
experience, be more optimistic, and focus on the good. With Uranus,
this is the start of this transit, and you can start making changes with
how you expand, explore, and experience life over the coming months.
On Wednesday, Mars enters Aquarius and your work sector, and you
can get lots of work done, feel more productive and efficient, get
organized, make lists, and bring structure and order to your life over the
coming weeks. Your ruler, Mercury, positively hits Saturn on Friday, and
you can be more disciplined and focused. On Saturday, Venus enters
Cancer, and over the coming weeks, you can enjoy spending time with
friends, expanding your social circle, and pursuing your dreams. On
Sunday, the Sun enters Gemini and your career and life path sector, and
you can feel most like yourself when you’re pursuing your goals, being
ambitious, hitting your stride, or being responsible over the coming
weeks. You may start the week being expansive, get practical midweek,
be independent later in the week, and take time for yourself to end the
week.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Tuesday, Friday
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May 21st - 27th 2018
Getting some rest after a period of high energy may be required as the
week begins, and if you do feel rundown, then listen to your body or
mind or soul and give it the break it needs. You don’t need to constantly
push yourself to the brink of breaking down, and we all need a break
sometimes. Your ruler, Mercury, positively hits Neptune, on Tuesday,
reinforcing this idea and helping you to turn more inward. Midweek, the
Moon is in your sign, Virgo, and you can feel more energized and
enthusiastic then. You can focus on what you want to get started, and
you can be motivated enough to take the steps you need to in order to
get going. Later in the week, you can feel more confident and secure,
and this can help you feel more grounded and decisive. Mercury
positively hits Pluto on Friday, and you can find some of your own
power and feel more willful and strong. Over the weekend, you can fill
up your calendar, feeling more sociable and engaging, and enjoying
being around others for the stimulation.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
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May 28th - June 3rd 2018
On Tuesday, your ruler, Mercury, enters Gemini and your career and life
path sector, and on the same day, a full moon occurs in Sagittarius and
your home and family sector. With Mercury entering Gemini, you can
focus more on your long-term plan and goals, have a better view of the
big picture, take a practical approach to what you work on, and can be
more realistic over the coming weeks. With the full moon in Sagittarius,
you can address issues at home or with family, finish home
improvement projects, settle real estate transactions, work out
problems with relatives, spend more time with supportive people, and
tend to your emotional needs. You may also see the culmination of
something you've worked on from the ground up. It may also be a time
to strengthen the foundation of something in your life. Mercury
positively hits Mars on Friday, and your energy can be high and you can
be enthusiastic about what you're working on. You may start the week
with fresh ideas and excitement for your short-term plans. Midweek,
you can be more supportive and nurturing of the people that you care
about. Later in the week, you can be more fun-loving and feel more
creative. You may end the week getting the little things done and out of
the way so you can set yourself up for the next week.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Thursday, Friday, Saturday
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June 4th - 10th 2018
The work that needs to be done can get your focus to start the week,
and you can be more productive and efficient with your time and
energy. You can get organized, make lists, bring in some structure and
order, and maximize every second you have. You can take a lot on, and
feel you can do even more, so be careful not to take on too much and
burn yourself out. Your ruler, Mercury, aligns with the Sun on Tuesday,
and you can be praised, get attention, and feel at ease with yourself.
Midweek, you can spend more time with the people in your life, giving
your relationships the attention they need and deserve, and wanting to
show how committed you are to the people you care about. You can
make compromises, and try to find middle ground everyone can agree
on. Later in the week, you can be more researching and try to find out
more about something of interest, and your focus can be passionate.
You can keep at it until you feel you’ve gotten to the core. You may end
the week wanting space to explore and be optimistic.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Tuesday, Sunday
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June 11th - 17th 2018
The planets are busy this week, starting with Mercury enters Cancer on
Tuesday. Over the coming weeks, you can do your best thinking with a
group or with friends, wanting differing viewpoints to make you more
objective, and you can think outside of the box or work on plans for your
dreams. On Wednesday, Venus enters Leo, and over the coming weeks,
you can enjoy using your imagination, spending time on your own, and
connecting to your spiritual self. A new moon occurs in Gemini and your
career and life path sector on Wednesday, and you can pursue
opportunities to achieve your goals, make progress or experience
success, hit a high point or hit your stride, make a good impression on
the right person, receive praise or recognition, or end up in the spotlight.
Your ruler, Mercury, positively hits Uranus on Wednesday, and you can
be more independent and open-minded. Mercury opposes Saturn on
Friday, and you may avoid responsibilities. You can come up with big
ideas to start the week, get more practical midweek, and focus on the
future later in the week. Over the weekend, you can take time to
yourself if you need some rest, or quietly work on your plans.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Wednesday
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June 18th - 24th 2018
The week begins with the Moon in your sign, Virgo, and this can
increase your energy and enthusiasm. You may focus on your own
wants and needs, and you may feel driven to pursue a new beginning,
however you may be stalled quickly, so if you do pursue something
new, make sure it's something you can finish within a week or two. On
Tuesday, your ruler, Mercury, positively hits Jupiter, and you can come
up with big ideas and be optimistic. Mercury positively hits Neptune on
Wednesday, and you can be compassionate and understanding. Later in
the week, you can feel more confident and work to improve stability
and security in areas of your life that have felt chaotic. On Thursday, the
Sun enters Cancer, and over the coming weeks, you may feel most like
yourself when you are spending time with friends or in groups, focusing
on your future and opportunities to achieve your dreams, making
changes in your life, being more independent, or venturing outside of
your comfort zone. Over the weekend, you can keep yourself busy,
feeling more engaging and sociable.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
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June 25th - July 1st 2018
Mars turns retrograde (appears to move backward) on Tuesday in
Aquarius and your work sector. Mars is retrograde in Aquarius until
August, and this may impact your ability to get work done, be
productive, and manage daily life. You may take too much on, miss
deadlines, demand too much from yourself, and get overwhelmed and
stressed out. Stress can really take a toll on you, so try to manage it
better and not be so hard on yourself. A full moon occurs on Thursday in
Capricorn and your love sector, and this full moon can increase the
emotional energy around the retrograde, and you may crave more
attention from others, but may benefit from a creative outlet. Mercury,
your ruler, enters Leo on Friday, and you may keep more of your
thoughts to yourself and need more time to rest your mind over the
coming weeks. Mercury harshly hits Uranus on Saturday, and you may
avoid change or feel restless. As the week begins, you can tend to
emotional needs, and connect to your heart later in the week. Over the
weekend, you can work on stress and try not to micromanage.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Friday
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July 2nd - 8th 2018
You may be focused on the work that needs to be done to start the
week, and you can get some of the little things out of the way, but
quickly, you can focus on your relationships and the people in your life.
This can help you to feel better about your own life, and you can feel
better balanced by giving your relationships more attention. You can
spend more time with others, and work to compromise and keep the
peace for everyone’s sake. Later in the week, you can focus on
something you need to investigate and understand better, and you can
get to the core of it quickly. Your focus can be passionate and
unrelenting. Your ruler, Mercury, opposes Mars on Thursday, and you
may struggle with communication and expression, and may need a
mental outlet. Over the weekend, you can spend time dreaming up big
ideas, fantasizing about faraway lands, and letting yourself be a little
optimistic, shining some light in the middle of the dreary world.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Saturday, Sunday
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July 9th - 15th 2018
Venus enters your sign, Virgo, on Monday, and over the coming weeks,
you may enjoy getting attention from the people in your life, and may
seem more charming, attractive, and easier to get along with. You can
get grounded, feel more sensual, and you may find that other people
are drawn to you more than usual. On Friday, a solar eclipse occurs in
Cancer, and you can focus on your hopes and dreams for your future,
and the opportunities you have to make them happen. You may expand
your social circle, make new friends or join new groups, take up new
causes, work on change, and can be more independent. Your ruler,
Mercury, harshly hits Jupiter on Monday, and you can be lazy and prone
to excess. You may start the week trying to hit your stride with
something or keep yourself on the right track, and midweek, you can
alter your course if you feel you need to. Later in the week, you can
make time to be alone with your thoughts, and get some extra rest or
recharge. You may end the week wanting to focus on your own wants
and needs.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Sunday
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July 16th - 22nd 2018
The week starts with the Moon in your sign, Virgo, which can be a good
time to focus on starting something new that you can work on for the
next few weeks. Choose something that you are enthusiastic about and
that you’re ready to take action with. Do your homework before you take
the first step. Midweek, you can stick to what you start and continue
forward getting some of the grunt work out of the way. You can feel
confident in your decisions and choices. Later in the week, you can work
on your plans and make adjustments as you gather new information.
Your mind can be active and you can adjust on the fly. You may
strengthen yourself internally or strengthen the foundation of
something in your life as the week comes to an end. On Sunday, the Sun
enters Leo, and over the coming weeks, you may feel most like yourself
when you are in the background or behind the scenes, spending time
on your own, taking a break and getting some rest, using your
imagination, being compassionate or helping others, or connecting to
your spiritual self.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Tuesday
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July 23rd - 29th 2018
Everyone may be feeling off this week as Mercury, your ruler, turns
retrograde (appears to move backward) in Leo on Thursday, and a lunar
eclipse occurs on Friday in Aquarius, the sign opposite Leo, and your
work sector. You may struggle with feeling off in a subtle way over the
coming weeks with the retrograde, and may feel some unsettled
emotions being dug up. Issues from the past, subconscious issues, and
ways in which you are your own worst enemy may arise, and you may
need to work on letting go, moving on, and closing some doors with
finality. Your stress levels can increase big-time, so work on managing
them as best as you can. If you feel yourself getting zinged, take some
time to rest and tend to your soul needs. Dealing with the mundane may
not be as easy now, but you can see the culmination of hard work and
dedication. If you don’t focus on work you enjoy right now, you may
struggle even more, so focus on the projects and tasks you’re
passionate about. You may start the week wanting some comfort and
familiarity, and get in touch with your heart later in the week. Over the
weekend, you can pay closer attention to the little things and details.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Wednesday
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July 30th - August 5th 2018
Getting some balance into your life can help you feel better emotionally
as the week begins, so you can focus on the areas of life where you
haven’t had time for lately, or where you need to give more attention
and focus because they haven’t been going well. A relationship may
need more of your attention too, and you can be there to help the
people in your life if they’re dealing with anything serious. Later in the
week, you can focus on a transformation you’ve been working on, and
work on trying to make sure it will stick around for a long time. You can
dig and find how you can make the transformation on a deeper level,
and you can understand you may not see results right away, but can be
patient. Over the weekend, you can focus on plans for expansion,
exploration, and new experiences, and you can be excited by the
possibilities, but know that you have to wait for the right moment and
pick your spots. In the meantime, you can work on your plans, gather
what you need to prepare, and get yourself in the right mindset to hit
the ground running.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Saturday, Sunday
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August 6th - 12th 2018
To start this very active week, Venus enters Libra and your money
sector on Monday. Over the coming weeks, you can enjoy spending
more time splurging, being indulgent, connecting to your body, bringing
stability and security to your life, and improving your confidence. On
Wednesday, your ruler, Mercury, aligns with the Sun, and you can be
more comfortable getting attention and focusing on opportunities. On
Saturday, a solar eclipse occurs in Leo, and this can help you focus on
plans you want to work on, using your imagination, and what you need
to clear out of your life. You can get yourself prepared to take
advantage of opportunities when they present themselves. On Sunday,
Mars retrogrades (appears to move backwards) into Capricorn and your
love sector. You may experience struggles with your loved ones,
creative energy, to make time for who and what you love, or to be joyful.
Try not to avoid all work just to play, but also try not to only work and
not play. You may start the week focused on a goal, and come up with a
new way of going about it midweek. You can be more positive later in
the week, and with the Moon in your sign to end the week, you can try
to be more enthusiastic.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Wednesday, Sunday
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August 13th - 19th 2018
The week begins with the moon in your sign, Virgo, increasing your
energy and drive. You can be more enthusiastic and positive, and
excited by what you're focusing on, but it may not be the best time for a
new beginning right now. Wait for the right time. Midweek, you can feel
more confident and secure. You can focus on what you value most in
life, and strive to live your life in a way that is consistent with your
beliefs. Later in the week, you can fill up your schedule, keep yourself
busy, be more engaging, and have a more active mind. You may end
the week focusing on something from the ground up. On Saturday, your
ruler, Mercury, positively hits Venus, and you mean more charming,
prefer having company, make a compromise, and find it easier to get
along with others. The big event for the week occurs on Sunday with
Mercury ending his retrograde (appearing to move backwards) in Leo.
This retrograde has been ongoing for the last few weeks, and you've
likely been dealing with issues from the past, subconscious issues,
emotional baggage, or things that have been hidden. Now that the
retrograde is coming to an end, you can let go of what you need to, put
the past behind you, and feel more like yourself again.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Saturday
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August 20th - 26th 2018
The Sun enters your sign, Virgo, on Thursday, and over the coming
weeks, you can feel most like yourself when you’re focused on what
you want to be doing, tending to your own needs, getting attention, and
working on new beginnings, projects, and ventures. You may not
actually get started with anything right away, but can focus on plans. A
full moon occurs on Sunday in Pisces and your relationship sector, and
you can settle issues with people in your life, grow closer with some and
further apart with others, and need more peace and harmony in your life
so you can feel emotionally balanced and decisive. You may start the
week working on something from the ground up, and strengthening
yourself internally. Midweek, you can connect more with your heart and
playful side, and try not to be so serious. Later in the week, you can get
more focused and tend to the little things, trying to be more productive
and get things done. You may end the week spending time working on
relationship issues and giving attention to the things you’ve neglected
lately.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Tuesday, Wednesday
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August 27th - September 2nd 2018
On Monday, Mars ends his retrograde (appearing to move backward),
one that we’ve all been struggling with for the last couple of months,
and that started in Aquarius and comes to an end in Capricorn. For you,
this retrograde has likely impacted both your work life and love
relationships, so you’ve had to manage it on both fronts of your life, and
with the retrograde ending, you can start to work on the issues that
came up and sort through everything to put yourself on the right path
again. This may not happen quickly or easily, so give it some time. You
may start the week wanting more time with loved ones, and you can
work on showing how committed you are to them. Midweek, you can
work on a transformation for the better, and take problems more
seriously. Later in the week, you can open up your mind and become
more optimistic, and focus on the possibilities you can pursue once
you’re in a better spot. You may end the week focused on your goals
and ambitions, feeling more realistic about what you can and can’t do,
and striving to make progress to show yourself you’re on the right path.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Friday, Saturday
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September 3rd - 9th 2018
Mercury, your ruler, enters your sign, Virgo, on Wednesday, and you can
have a more active mind, come up with new ideas and new plans, take
action with your ideas and plans, and be more open with what’s on your
mind over the coming weeks. A new moon occurs in your sign on
Sunday, and this can be a great time to start something new, pursue
new opportunities, and make good use of energy and enthusiasm.
Venus enters Scorpio on Sunday as well, and over the coming weeks,
you can enjoy using your mind, connecting with others mentally, and
keeping yourself busy. Mercury positively hits Venus on Monday, and
you can enjoy company, feel more balanced, or make a compromise.
You may focus on one of your goals to start the week, hitting your stride
or hitting a high point, and make some changes later in the week to
keep moving forward. You can take some time alone later in the week
to tend to your soul needs, and the Moon is in your sign over the
weekend, so you can focus on what you want and need, and feel more
comfortable with attention.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Saturday, Sunday
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September 10th - 16th 2018
Mars moves into Aquarius and your work sector on Monday, and you
can be more energized and driven to get things done over the coming
weeks. That may have been difficult to do over the previous months, but
now, you can focus on getting back on the right track and make the
most of your time and energy. You can be more productive and
efficient, and you can feel that the more you do, the more energy you
have to get more done. You can tend to smaller tasks and projects,
improve your regimen and routine, and focus on your health and
lifestyle. Your ruler, Mercury, opposes Neptune on Thursday, and you
may lack focus and get lost in daydreams. Mercury positively hits Pluto
on Saturday, helping you do research and transform, and positively hits
Jupiter on Sunday, and you can think big and be optimistic. You may
take your time with action earlier in the week, and bring some stability to
your life. Later in the week, you can come up with new ideas and work
on new plans, and feel more active. Over the weekend, you can work on
something from the ground up, and strengthen the foundation of
something in your life.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Saturday, Sunday
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September 17th - 23rd 2018
Your heart may want some attention to start the week, and you can
work on being more playful and joyful. You can find it easier to be
affectionate and generous, sweet and romantic, friendly and funny
during the first half of the week, and you can make time to enjoy
yourself, to be with the people you love, and to not take life quite so
seriously. You can have better focus on what needs to be done later in
the week, and can tackle the projects and tasks that need to be finished
quickly, and get organized, make lists, and bring structure and order to
your life or to areas that have been chaotic or haphazard. On Thursday,
your ruler, Mercury, aligns with the Sun, and you can focus on a new
opportunity, get attention, or feel more creative. On Friday, Mercury
enters Libra and your money sector, and the Sun joins Mercury on
Saturday, so over the coming weeks, you can focus more on your
finances, stability, and security. You can pursue financial opportunities
and ventures, and it may be a time to take on a second job, side gig, or
turn a hobby profitable. You may take your time with actions and
decisions, but once you do, you can stick with it no matter what. Your
mental and physical energy can be more grounded, and you can work
to ground yourself in every way. You can bring more stability and
security to your life, and feel more confident in yourself. Over the
weekend, you can spend time with loved ones, make compromises, and
see both sides of situations, and on Sunday, Mercury harshly hits Saturn
but positively hits Mars. You may have more drive for something you
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want, but may lack the discipline needed to make anything happen, so
have some patience.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday
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September 24th - 30th 2018
Someone in your life may require more of your attention to start the
week, and you can be there for them when they need you. You can feel
better emotionally when you’re there for others, and they can
appreciate what you do for them. You can understand what they’re
dealing with, and strive to be compromising, fair, and mediating.
Midweek, you can do research with anything you need to know more
about, and get to the heart of any matter. You can keep digging until
you get to the core, and the more you find out, the more motivated you
can be to find out more. Your focus can be intense and unrelenting, and
you can use it well. Later in the week, you can give yourself some more
space and freedom to do things in your own time and way, and dream
about getting out into the world, sharing your experiences, or learning
more about the way the world works. You can take a positive view of
life, and enjoy an adventure. Over the weekend, you can work on a goal
you want to accomplish or make progress with quickly, and you might
make some strides fast.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Thursday, Friday
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October 1st - 7th 2018
This week, Venus, turns retrograde (appears to move backward) in
Scorpio on Friday, and this goes on for the rest of the month of October,
so it’s something we’re dealing with for a little while. You may be
impacted mentally, and lack focus, mental discipline, or struggle with
open, clear communication. You may feel misunderstood or unheard
with loved ones, or misinterpret them and need to do more listening of
your own. You can be lazier with your ideas, and lack motivation to
pursue them or your plans. It may be best to hold on to good ideas for
later when you’re ready to take action. It can be a good time to revising
and editing, for focusing on an old idea, or for trying to say something
for a second time. Your ruler, Mercury, harshly hits Pluto on Tuesday,
and you may fight for power and control of something, and feel more
easily frustrated. You may start the week focused on a goal, and try to
think outside of the box midweek. Later in the week, you can take time
to work on your own, out of the way and out of the spotlight, and
wanting time to tend to your soul needs. Over the weekend, you can get
a surge in energy with the Moon in your sign, and can focus on your own
wants and needs.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Saturday, Sunday
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October 8th - 14th 2018
It can be good to take your time as the week begins and not give in to
demands. You want to be certain of your choices before you make
them, and feel confident in them. On Monday, a new moon occurs in
Libra and your money sector, and you can focus on financial matters,
pursue financial opportunities, and work to be better grounded. Getting
grounded can be more helpful to you right now than anything else, so
work on that. On Tuesday, Mercury enters Scorpio, and you can have a
more active mind with new ideas and plans, and can focus on the issues
brought up by Venus retrograde in this sign over the coming weeks.
Harnessing mental energy may prove to be difficult with Venus, and you
may feel more scattered at times, so try to keep track of what you can
and not be too hard on yourself for a lack of focus, especially later in the
week. Give yourself time to deal with anything that requires mental
focus for now. Your ruler, Mercury, opposes Uranus on Wednesday, and
you can avoid changes made, feel restless and want changes you can’t
have right now, or rebel if you feel anyone trying to box you in. Over the
weekend, you can spend time with the people who support you most
emotionally to help you feel better about life, and tend to your own
emotional needs.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Tuesday
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October 15th - 21st 2018
Your creative energy can be strong as the week begins, and you can
use that creative energy in everything you do, even mundane, simple
tasks, so you can enjoy whatever you’re doing and stay focused.
Without that, your focus may be lacking, and it can take you even longer
to get things done, or you may put it off and end up having a very late
start to the week as a result, putting yourself in a difficult position later in
the week to catch up and get as much done as you can. You certainly
have the ability to do that, but it would be better if you didn’t have to.
Your ruler, Mercury, aligns with Venus on Monday, and you can benefit
from a partner or work on improving your relationships. Mercury
positively hits Neptune and harshly hits Mars on Friday, and you can be
imaginative and intuitive, but may have a hard time with energy and
frustration, so keep busy and have an outlet. Over the weekend, you can
spend time with the people who you haven’t had as much time for
lately, and show them that you’re just as committed to them now as
ever before.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Tuesday
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October 22nd - 28th 2018
Working on a serious matter may be how you start the week, and you
can do any research required of you to understand it better, and keep
digging until you find a solution. Your focus can be unrelenting, and you
can be open to making a transformation, if needed. Your ruler, Mercury,
positively hits Pluto on Monday, and this amplifies the energy and helps
you feel more in control. On Tuesday, the Sun enters Scorpio, and you
may feel most like yourself when you’re using your mind, pursuing your
ideas, coming up with new plans, and being engaging over the coming
weeks. You may come across as more curious, talkative, or intellectual.
On Wednesday, a full moon occurs in Taurus, and you can be more
optimistic with this full moon than with others, wanting to focus on the
bright side of serious matters and emotional situations. You may
demand more space emotionally though, and can work on finalizing
plans for expansion, exploration, and new experiences, especially later
in the week. Over the weekend, you can focus on one of your goals,
work on getting on the right path, and strive to make the best
impression.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
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October 29th - November 4th 2018
There may be a change that you need to work on as the week begins,
and you can focus on how you can make that change happen. You can
venture outside of your comfort zone if you need to, and use your social
connections if they’ll be helpful for you. On Monday, your ruler, Mercury,
aligns with Jupiter, and you can be more optimistic, expansive, and
open. Midweek, you can spend some time alone, wanting to rest and
recharge, or simply wanting time alone to work on your plans and ideas
without anyone else getting in the way. On Wednesday, Venus
retrogrades (appears to move backward) into Libra and your money
sector, and you may struggle with financial matters, feel insecure about
something, or feel stuck in some way over the coming weeks. You may
need to pay closer attention to your finances and work on not getting
too stubborn. Mercury also enters Sagittarius and your home and family
sector on Wednesday, and you can find it easier to express yourself
emotionally, work on projects at home, communicate more openly with
family, and understand the emotions of situations better over the
coming weeks. The Moon is in your sign later in the week, and you can
have more energy and focus more on your own wants and needs. You
may end the week slowing down and trying to work out some of the
Venus retrograde issues.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Friday, Saturday
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November 5th - 11th 2018
With some major movement this week, it’s an important one
astrologically for 2018! Uranus retrogrades (appears to move backward)
from Taurus into Aries again on Tuesday, and the next few months are
the last time he’ll be in Aries. He started to move into Taurus this year,
and so the next few months are a time of tying up loose ends and
finishing what you started under Aries. For you, this can be regarding
transformations you’ve undergone over the last 7-8 years, what you’ve
dug up that was formerly deeply-held or stuck in the darkness, and
ways you’ve learned to share that are new and different. On
Wednesday, a new moon occurs in Scorpio, and the week can bring
good energy for new ideas, new plans, mental energy, and lots of
activity and engagement. On Thursday, Jupiter moves from Scorpio into
Sagittarius and your home and family sector, and this is where he’ll
spend the next year. This can bring beneficial energy to matters at
home and with family, and you can expand your support system,
strengthen the foundation for your life, feel more solid at your inner
core, and tend to your emotional needs. Mercury retrogrades in
Sagittarius starting next week though, so we may not feel the positive
energy until after that ends. You may start the week taking your time
with decisions, and pick up speed midweek. You can get in tune with
your emotions later in the week, and end the week wanting to have
some fun.
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Best days of the week for Virgo: Sunday
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November 12th - 18th 2018
It’s a busy week for the planets, and it starts with Mars entering Pisces
and your relationship sector on Thursday. You can give more time and
attention to the people in your life and your relationships over the
coming weeks, and you can make connecting with others more of a
priority. You can be more committed, compromising, charming, and fair.
On Friday, Venus ends her retrograde (appears to move backward),
moving forward again in Libra and your money sector. If you’ve felt
stuck lately or have had financial issues over the last few weeks, that
can start to improve slowly moving forward. But your ruler, Mercury,
starts his own retrograde on Friday as well, in Sagittarius and your home
and family sector, so you may have difficulty expressing yourself
emotionally, have to deal with issues at home or with family, or feel
shaky at your core over the coming weeks. Give yourself some comfort
and support. You may start the week feeling creative and use that
energy productively later in the week, while you spend time over the
weekend with the people you care about.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday
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November 19th - 25th 2018
There may be a situation that you’re incredibly focused on as the week
begins, and you can work to get to the heart of the matter, trying to
understand it fully so you can come up with a solid plan for how to deal
with it. You can keep at it until you get to the core. Midweek, you can
loosen up and give yourself some space, wanting to enjoy life a little
more and expand your horizons. You can see the big picture and take a
step back. On Thursday, the Sun enters Sagittarius and your home and
family sector, and over the coming weeks, you can spend more time at
home, work on your connections with family gather more support, or
work on something from the ground up. On Friday, a full moon occurs in
opposing sign, Gemini, and your career and life path sector, and you can
reach a goal, make a good impression, get recognition, or experience a
setback and need to adjust. You may focus on your internal and external
foundation in life. You may end the week doing something in a different
way, open to change, or pushing boundaries.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Wednesday, Thursday
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November 26th - December 2nd 2018
It can be slightly easier for you to step outside of your comfort zone as
the week begins, and you can focus on opportunities to try something
different or make a change. On Tuesday, your ruler, Mercury, aligns with
Jupiter, and you can be optimistic and positive, but need to moderate
yourself so you’re not prone to excess. Midweek, you may fele more
rundown and tired and need some extra rest, wanting to recharge and
get yourself ready to get moving later in the week with the Moon in your
sign. You can be better energized and driven, but you may feel a little
stuck with your ruler, Mercury, retrograde (appearing to move
backward). It can be good to pursue opportunities for a second chance
with something that you can finish quickly. Mercury retrogrades into
Scorpio on Saturday, and over the next week, you may struggle with
focus, communication, and expression. Work to have an outlet for
mental energy, and give your mind some rest. Over the weekend, you
can appreciate slowing down to enjoy the moment and pressing pause
on the wonkiness.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Thursday, Friday
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December 3rd - 9th 2018
Mercury, your ruler, ends his retrograde (appears to move backward) in
Scorpio on Thursday, and he’s been retrograde in Scorpio since
December 1st. Scorpio rules your communication sector, plus Mercury is
your ruler and the natural ruler of communication, so you’ve likely had a
rough time with communication so far this month, and have had a hard
time understanding others or being understood, fully expressing
yourself, or being able to be open, and have felt kind of off. After about
another week or two, you can start to feel more like yourself, and open
back up again. We have a new moon on Friday in your home and family
sector, and this new moon can be a great time for you to focus on
improving matters at home or your living situation, or improving your
connections with the people you view as family and getting the support
you need. You can tend to your internal self and emotional needs, and
feel more positive emotionally. The Moon starts the week in your money
sector, and you can tend to money matters and work on being more
grounded. Midweek, you can come up with new plans and try to keep
yourself busy, and midweek, you can work on strengthening the
foundation of something. Over the weekend, you can ditch work and
chores for fun and play, and get in touch with your inner child.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Saturday, Sunday
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December 10th - 16th 2018
You may want to extend the weekend a little bit into Monday this week,
wanting to enjoy yourself for a little longer and get a little more time to
goof off, but you quickly turn toward work and try to be as productive as
you can be. You can focus on smaller projects, tasks, and chores that
need to be finished, tackling your to-do list and keeping yourself busy.
Just try not to have too much to do, otherwise you may burn yourself
out. On Wednesday, your ruler, Mercury, enters Sagittarius and your
home and family sector, and this can bring more focus on matter at
home or with family over the coming weeks. You can work on projects
at home or with family, talk things over with family, and you can be
more expressive with your emotions. You can also understand what
people mean behind the words they say, and sense the emotions in
situations more easily. Your relationships and loved ones can be your
focus during the second half of the week, and you can be more
fair-minded, compromising, and committed to your loved ones. You can
give them the attention that you haven’t had time for lately, and can end
the week feeling closer to them emotionally.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
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December 17th - 23rd 2018
There may be something you want to know more about as the week
begins, and you can do as much research as you need to in order to
crack it open and figure it out. You can get to the heart of a matter, and
gain more understanding. Midweek, you can give yourself from space
from the intense focus, and instead focus on the positives. You can be
more optimistic, expansive, open to new experiences, and wanting to
see new places. Later in the week, your goals can grab your attention,
and you can work hard for something you want, hit your stride or hit a
high point with something, experience some success, or make some
progress. On Friday, your ruler, Mercury, aligns with Jupiter, and you can
focus on the ideas you’re most excited about and pursue new
opportunities. The Sun enters Capricorn and your love sector on Friday
as well, and over the coming weeks, you can focus more on the love in
your life, wanting to share the love you feel, spend more time with the
people you love, do the things you love to do in healthy ways, and open
your heart. You can be more playful, creative, and in touch with your
inner child. On Saturday, a full moon occurs in Cancer, and this full
moon can focus on your dreams for your future. You can determine
which you want to focus on and are realistic and which you want to give
up on and let go of. You can also settle an issue with a friend or group,
become closer with a friend or more invested in a group, or become
more involved in a cause or give one up. You may end the week
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wanting to step outside of your comfort zone and feeling more open to
change.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
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December 24th - 30th 2018
To begin the last week of 2018, you can focus focus on small changes
that you can make quickly, and kick the week off venturing a little bit
outside of your comfort zone. Your ruler, Mercury, harshly hits Neptune
on Monday, so your focus may not be the best, but your imagination can
be active and intuition strong. Midweek, you can work on clearing out
your life so you go into a new year with less baggage, and this can be
mentally, emotionally, spiritually, or physically. Clean house and let
yourself go forward more freely and easily. Later in the week, the Moon
is in your sign, and you can get excited about the new possibilities in
your life. You can focus on new beginnings, and work on plans to get
started. You can be more passionate and willing to take action. Over the
weekend, you can take time to enjoy the moment, wanting to get that
time to relax and just be before energy picks up and you’re ready to go
for the next year.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Thursday, Friday
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December 31st 2018 - January 6th 2019
Mars moves into Aries on Monday, ending 2018 and starting 2019 with
energy for transformations that can change your life over the coming
weeks. You can focus on transforming aspects of yourself or life for the
better that can stick around long-term, and strengthen your resolve,
your will, and make it so you’re a much stronger person overall. You can
be more passionate about what you do, and dedicate yourself more
fully. On Friday, Mercury enters Capricorn and your love sector, and you
can focus on creative projects and ventures over the coming weeks, so
you may work to make the most of your creative energy rather than
letting it just be an outlet. With a solar eclipse in Capricorn on Saturday,
you can pursue opportunities to make a hobby something more and
turn creative projects into vehicles for growth and prosperity. You can
also focus on love relationships, and work to be more
emotionally-invested as well as more affectionate and generous. You
may start the week with new ideas, strengthen yourself internally later
in the week, and make time for fun over the weekend.
Best days of the week for Virgo: Saturday, Sunday
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Virgo 2018 Yearly Horoscopes
Love & Relationships:
Saturn and Pluto are in your love sector all year, and this brings more of
an overall focus on love in your life, and you can take love much more
seriously now, focusing on having healthier love and sharing more of
the love you feel. Mars is in your love sector mid-March through
mid-May, and you may have even more energy and focus on love then,
but Mars retrogrades (appears to move backward) in your love sector
the second half of August, and this may be a difficult time for love. You
can get into it with loved ones and have a hard time with expressing
love, and can be more frustrated with others. Try to be more patient and
supportive. Mars remains in your love sector to mid-September, and you
can work on mending your relationships.
Neptune remains in your relationship sector all year, helping you focus
on more spiritual and emotional connections with the people in your life.
You can be compassionate, understanding, and sacrificing with the
people you care about, and this can be more pronounced when Mars is
in this sector mid-November through December. You can give more
time and attention to the people in your life, and want to do what you
can for them.
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Uranus is nearing the end of his time in your intimacy sector, remaining
here to mid-May, then coming back in early November for the last
round. You may’ve been approaching intimacy in different ways over the
last 7 years, and any final changes can come now. Mercury retrogrades
in your intimacy sector late March through mid-April, and you may have
a hard time connecting with others fully, sharing, or feeling close. Work
on issues with intimacy then, and try removing some blocks.
Career & Money:
Most of the focus is on your work life in 2018 rather than your overall
career and finances, and it starts with a solar eclipse February 15th in
your work sector. You can pursue new work opportunities, start new
work projects, and get more attention for work you’ve done. You can
focus on trying to do work that you enjoy and are passionate about.
Mars enters your work sector mid-May, bringing more energy and focus
to your work life, and turns retrograde late June in this sector, staying
retrograde here until mid-August. This might bring about some work
issues, and you can experience difficulties with the work you do, with
the people you work with or for, or lack passion for what you’re doing.
Try to make sure you have an outlet for frustrated energy. A lunar
eclipse occurs in the middle on July 27th in your work sector, and this
can be a good time for releasing issues that you’re having with your
work. If you hate what you do, this may feel like the time to quit, but
make sure you’ve done your homework first. Mars returns to this sector
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mid-September to mid-November, and you can take advantage of work
opportunities and new projects.
Venus retrogrades in your money sector the first half of November, and
you may have a hard time sticking to a budget, tracking your finances,
or making sound financial decisions. Try to avoid splurging too much,
and be mindful of your rainy day fund.
Home & Family:
Mars is in your home and family sector late January through mid-March,
and you can focus more on your family or the people you view as
family. You can give them more time and attention, support and
encouragement, and you can work on connecting with them
emotionally. Jupiter enters your home and family sector in early
November, and you get a one year period where you can take
advantage of opportunities to connect better with family, expand your
family, and spend more time with your family. That may not be the case
right away through with Mercury retrograde in this sector the second
half of November, and you may need to focus on eliminating issues with
your family.
Saturn and Pluto are in the sector ruling your children, so if you have
any, you may have to be more present for them this year, do more for
them, while also letting them branch out more and learn responsibility.
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Mars is in this sector mid-March through mid-May, and you can spend
more time with them and give them more attention. Mars retrogrades in
this sector the second half of August, and they may be more rebellious,
pushing back against you, and you may need to both give them more
space and reassure them of your constant support. <ars leaves this
sector mid-September, and you can work on reconnecting.
Mental State:
Jupiter is in one of the sectors ruling the mind to early November,
helping you to think bigger, focus on the positives, come up with new
ideas and new plans, and focus on new experiences. Mars is in this
sector late January to mid-March, bringing even more mental energy,
new ideas, and new plans. You can be excited by your ideas, and want
to take action with them. Venus retrogrades in this sector in October,
and you may lack mental focus, discipline, and can put your foot in your
mouth more often. Mercury retrogrades in this sector the first week of
December, and you can have more misunderstandings or fights, and
need to do more listening.
Uranus begins his tour of the other sector ruling your mind in mid-May
through early November, and this can help you think even bigger and
more outside of the box. You can be open to unusual ways of viewing
the world and learning about how the world works, and you may want
to learn about unconventional subjects.
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A lunar eclipse occurs in the sector ruling your subconscious mind
January 31st, and you can dig deeper into your subconscious mind,
address subconscious issues, motivations, desires, and work to let go of
baggage and move on from the past. Mercury retrogrades in this sector
late July through mid-August, and issues from the past may be raised,
or you have to work to eliminate something for a second time, and
secrets can come out. A solar eclipse occurs in this sector August 11th,
and you can work on trying to put yourself on the right path and focus
on the good.
General:
Mercury is your ruler, so you tend to feel pretty off whenever Mercury is
retrograde, so watch the Mercury retrograde periods in 2018. Mercury is
retrograde mid-March through mid-April (impacting your intimate
relationships), late July through mid-August (dredging up the past), and
mid-November to early December (throwing off your mind and
emotions). Be more patient with yourself, and with others.
A solar eclipse occurs on July 12th in your friendship sector, and this can
be a good time to meet new people, venture outside of your comfort
zone, do something different, be more independent, spend more time
with friends, or pursue causes you’re passionate about. You can also
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pursue opportunities to achieve your dreams, and work to move along
closer to what you hope your life will be like.
Mini Month-by-Month Horoscopes:
January: Mental energy can be strong this month, and you can focus on
lots of new ideas, projects, and ventures, wanting to keep yourself busy
to use up your extra mental energy. You can feel more emotional later
in the month, but may keep most of what you feel to yourself, wanting
to deal with it on your own.
February: You may crave more comfort and familiarity this month, and
you can feel your best when you’re in familiar places with familiar faces.
This can help you get more done, and you can focus on the little things
and pay closer attention to detail, work on a new routine, or tweak your
schedule and get more done.
March: Your emotions may grow stronger as the month goes on, and
you may need to give yourself some emotional comfort. As you get
deeper into serious issues and matters, you can become consumed by
them, so give yourself some time away, spending time on your hobbies
and doing the things you find fun.
April: If you feel that you’re focusing on the negatives a lot this month,
work on changing your perspective to be more positive. Spend time on
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your hobbies or with the people who make you enjoy life, and remind
yourself not to take life too seriously. Connect to your heart and feel joy
in your life again.
May: You can set your sights on exploration and expansion, thinking up
new ways you can experience life and see the world, and you can be
creative with what you come up with. Later in the month, you can stick
to the details, and work on trying to get as much of the little things done
and out of the way as you can.
June: You may have a hard time getting anything done, sticking to a
routine or schedule, or adhering to deadlines as the month goes on, and
you can be a little nitpicky and hard on yourself, so try not to come
down so hard on yourself if things don’t go quite right and you need to
make some adjustments with your plans.
July: Balancing the practical with the whimsical may prove difficult to do
this month, and you can get stuck swaying between the two extremes.
You may need to give something up in daily life, and focus instead on
going outside of your comfort zone and trying an alternative method for
making things happen.
August: This can be a good month for doing a deep clean of your life in
every way. Look around your space and get rid of the junk, or donate
the stuff you don’t use anymore. Look at your relationships, and let go of
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the unhealthy, negative people in your life. Look at yourself, and let go
of baggage you’ve been carrying. Let go!
September: The new moon this month is in your sign, Virgo, and this can
be a good time to focus on starting something new in your life. You can
work on a new project, venture, opportunity, or idea, and take action
now. Once you get started, this can be a focus for you for the next year,
and you can be very excited by it.
October: You may have a hard time finding the right way to say what
you want to say, and your head and mouth don’t seem to be on the
same page. You may be better off being quiet and listening, and putting
your nose to the pavement and getting work done. You may get more
done that way than if you keep yapping.
November: The relationships in your life can get more of your focus as
the month goes on, and you can work on the emotional connections you
have with others since it may not feel very strong. You may want to be
closer emotionally with loved ones, but make sure you’re not
suffocating them with clinginess.
December: Communication with the people in your life may prove
difficult to start the month, but can improve later. You can give your
relationships the time and attention they deserve, and you can work on
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being more compromising, fair-minded, and meeting people in the
middle so you can keep the peace.
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